
!        OBR ADV Gear Fender Bag Installation Instructions       

!  

!
Thank you for purchasing your OBR ADV Gear Fender Bag. Your Fender Bag has been designed 
and tested to securely hold in place a spare inner tube and other necessary items, such as tire 
irons and even a small hand pump to your front fender. Your OBR ADV Gear Fender Bag secures 
to your front fender primarily by means of standard gutter hooks along the side of the bag, but 
a secondary snap system has also been designed to guarantee no shifting of the fender bag 
when installed properly.   

Let’s Begin….. 

Your OBR ADV Gear Fender Bag comes complete with all the necessary components needed for 
installation. You should find within your package: 1ea OBR ADV Gear Fender Bag, 2ea Gutter 
Hook Straps, 2ea ½ x 1/8 Snap Rivets with washers, and 2ea Male Snap Bases. Tools required 
for your installation will include a hand drill, rivet tool, measuring tape, and 1/8” drill bit. 

             !  !  

You might be asking yourself, why all the necessary tools for a simple Fender Bag installation? 
…. But trust us, utilizing both the gutter hook and the snap system will guarantee that your 
spare tube will remain securely fastened to your front fender over the gnarliest of terrain. 

Next …..  

The secondary snaps along the underside of your fender bag are spaced 4” apart. Position the 
fender bag onto your front fender in your desired location.  

(We prefer to run the bag as far back on the fender as space allows to keep as much of the load 
as close as possible to the mounting point of the fender)  



Carefully mark the location of the rear snap, remove the fender bag, and measure forward 4” 
marking the location for the front snap.    

           !  !  

Once the locations for both the front and rear snaps have been marked, drill the rivet 
mounting holes using your drill and 1/8” drill bit. Now with your rivet tool, mount each of the 
male snap bases to the top of your front fender inserting the rivet from the top, through the 
snap base, and through the fender remembering to also use the supplied backing washer for 
the rivet on the underside of the fender. This backing washer is necessary to prevent the rivet 
from pulling through the plastic of the fender.   

Finally ….. Almost done! 

Loosen up the gutter hook straps on your fender bag, load the bag with your chosen items, 
snap the bag to the fender, and position/adjust/tighten the gutter hook straps. Your bag is now 
secure.  The tails of the gutter hook straps can be threaded through the square guide loops to 
prevent flapping. If shortening your straps is necessary … you can do so by cutting off any 
excess length and the using a lighter, melt the raw ends to prevent any unraveling.  

                                                       !  
We thank you again for your purchase of the OBR ADV Gear Fender Bag…. We wish you many 
miles of dual sport adventure! 

Disclaimer- 
Responsibility lies on the end user to ensure proper installation of any OBR ADV Gear. Loading a motorcycle with 
travel gear can have an impact on handling of that motorcycle. Proper installation of gear, gear loading, necessary 
suspension adjustments, and checking that no loose articles are in such a way to cause interference with any of the 



operational components of the motorcycle is the responsibility of the end user. OBR ADV Gear is not liable nor 
responsible for any improperly installed gear or any accidents caused by improperly installed/loaded gear.  
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